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Abstract: For safe autonomous driving, deep neural network (DNN)-based perception systems play
essential roles, where a vast amount of driving images should be manually collected and labeled with
ground truth (GT) for training and validation purposes. After observing the manual GT generation’s
high cost and unavoidable human errors, this study presents an open-source automatic GT generation
tool, CarFree, based on the Carla autonomous driving simulator. By that, we aim to democratize
the daunting task of (in particular) object detection dataset generation, which was only possible
by big companies or institutes due to its high cost. CarFree comprises (i) a data extraction client
that automatically collects relevant information from the Carla simulator’s server and (ii) a post-
processing software that produces precise 2D bounding boxes of vehicles and pedestrians on the
gathered driving images. Our evaluation results show that CarFree can generate a considerable
amount of realistic driving images along with their GTs in a reasonable time. Moreover, using the
synthesized training images with artificially made unusual weather and lighting conditions, which
are difficult to obtain in real-world driving scenarios, CarFree significantly improves the object
detection accuracy in the real world, particularly in the case of harsh environments. With CarFree,
we expect its users to generate a variety of object detection datasets in hassle-free ways.

Keywords: object detection; ground truth generation; Carla autonomous driving simulator

1. Introduction

For autonomous driving, developing camera-based perception systems requires a
tremendous amount of training images, usually collected and labeled by human labor that
is costly and error-prone. To make things worse, gathering such a vast amount of real-world
driving images with enough diversity is challenging because we cannot artificially make
unusual corner cases or peculiar weather and lighting conditions. Thus, few companies
and institutes with significant budgets and resources can afford it.

In recent times, synthesized datasets from 3D game engines are gaining wide accep-
tance as a viable solution [1–4]. This new approach has been advocated with compelling
results when training deep neural networks (DNNs) for perception systems [5,6]. Not
surprisingly, big industry players [7,8] are also known to use similar approaches in their
proprietary products. Even with the great potential of such synthesized datasets, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no publicly available or open-source tool for automatically gen-
erating such datasets. Meanwhile, there are commercial dataset generation services [9,10]
possibly with their proprietary dataset synthesis pipelines, indicating the existing needs for
such tools.

Motivated by these observations, as an initial effort towards democratizing the daunt-
ing task of dataset generation for perception systems, this study presents an open-source
image synthesis and automatic ground truth (GT) generation software, particularly for
camera-based vehicle and pedestrian detection. There need various datasets such as 2D
object detection, 3D object detection, and semantic segmentation datasets. Among them,
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this study focuses on synthesizing 2D object detection datasets. Figure 1 shows our synthe-
sized example images with four different driving scenarios (by the rows) under varying
weather conditions (by the columns). On each image, the red bounding boxes (vehicles)
and green bounding boxes (pedestrians), as well as the image itself, were automatically
generated by our tool, which we named CarFree.

Sunny Rainy Night

Figure 1. Selected images synthesized by CarFree with automatically generated 2D object detection
ground truths (GTs), represented by the red and green bounding boxes for vehicles and pedestrians,
respectively. The three columns represent different weather and lighting conditions for the four
driving scenes by the rows.

CarFree is based on the Carla autonomous driving simulator [11], which was chosen
after carefully evaluating recent autonomous driving simulators [11–14] to find the best
fit with our research objective. More specifically, we have chosen Carla due to its wide
acceptance in research communities and the fast development progress, as well as its well-
defined client-server architecture. In its action, the Carla server simulates a pre-defined
virtual world (so-called a town), where the clients interact with the server with its Python
application programming interface (API). We can control the weather, the ego vehicle,
the surrounding vehicles, and the pedestrians in the town through the provided API.
Moreover, we can extract the ego vehicle’s sensor data (e.g., forward-facing camera) and the
physical properties (e.g., location, pose, and speed) of surrounding vehicles and pedestrians
(henceforth referred to as objects).

However, even with the abundant information available from the Carla server, unfor-
tunately, Carla does not directly provide GTs (i.e., bounding boxes) for 2D object detection.
Thus, we had no choice but to manually generate bounding boxes at first, wasting a consid-
erable amount of time. Nonetheless, after carefully investigating the data available from
the Carla server, we concluded that exact 2D bounding boxes can be derived from the
raw data.

For that purpose, we found that the following pieces of information from the Carla
server are useful:

• 3D bounding boxes that represent the location and the pose of every object in the 3D
coordinate;

• Camera images that are 2D RGB data from the virtual forward-facing camera installed
on the ego vehicle;
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• Semantic segmentation images that are pixel-wise classifications by different color
codes for each corresponding camera image (e.g., blue for vehicles and red for pedes-
trians).

Note that even with the semantic segmentation images, since they treat multiple
objects of the same class as a single entity, we cannot individually recognize overlapped
objects. Further, we need to handle the difference between the 3D coordinate and the 2D
image coordinate, considering the effect of occlusions by closer structures. Thus, a new GT
generation method needs to be developed to handle the above challenges.

Our automatic dataset generation tool, CarFree, comprises two parts: (i) a data extrac-
tion part and (ii) a GT generation part. The first part is implemented as Carla clients in
Python that deploys an ego vehicle in the town virtually made in the Carla server, where
the ego vehicle can be driven either manually or autonomously. While driving, it can
periodically gather raw data from the Carla server; the user can also intervene to capture a
scene once spotting a scarce corner case. Then our GT generation algorithm in the second
part processes the raw data to find precise 2D bounding boxes for every object.

CarFree is evaluated in terms of the following:

• Scalability. How many images can be processed while finding their GTs in a given
time?

• Precision. How precise are the generated GTs in terms of locating bounding boxes?
• Training performance. How effective is the generated dataset for training DNNs in

terms of their object detection performance?

Regarding the scalability, our (single-thread) GT generation process can handle about
five images (assuming six objects in each) per second on average, which is about 75 times
faster than experienced human workers. Further, the process is parallelizable using multi-
core processors due to the inherent data parallelism. For the precision, we visually examined
our 5000 generated images by human eyes, finding that every recognizable object is success-
fully identified inside appropriate bounding boxes. Besides, our generated GTs guarantee
pixel-level precision for locating bounding boxes. To evaluate the training performance of
the synthesized datasets, we need a canonical object detection network. Among many
state-of-the-art networks, we employ YOLO v3 [15] based on the Darknet framework [16].
Our evaluation results show that the generated dataset provides compelling training results,
in particular when used along with real-world driving images. Furthermore, it significantly
improves the object detection accuracy for perceiving driving scenes in unusually harsh
environments such as rain, storm, and fog. We claim that the improvements are achieved
by our synthesized training images that exhibit a great deal of diversity in terms of weather
and lighting conditions provided by CarFree.

The major contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this study is one of the first works to propose public
domain, open-source tools for automatically synthesizing 2D object detection datasets
for autonomous driving.

• Moreover, this study shows that by using the synthesized training dataset with diverse
weather and lighting conditions, the accuracy for the real-world object detection can
be significantly improved.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides related work. Section 3
provides the background information. Section 4 explains the overall architecture of our
solution approach. Section 5 presents our bounding box generation algorithm. Then our
approach is evaluated in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents conclusions for this study.

2. Related Work

Object detectors. Due to the recent progress in the deep learning-based models,
most modern object detection systems are based on DNNs [15,17–21]. Among them, two-
stage object detectors [17,18] are usually better in their accuracy, whereas single-stage
object detectors [15,19–21] are superior in the real-time performance. To train and deploy
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object detection models, there are object detection frameworks such as Darknet [16] and
Detectron2 [22]. In this study, we use the Darknet framework along with the YOLO object
detector for both the training and the inference. Our choice is based on the fact that they
are commonly used in recent autonomous driving systems [23–25].

Datasets. There are famous datasets such as ImageNet [26], PASCAL VOC [27],
and MS COCO [28] for training and evaluating general-purpose object detectors. How-
ever, since they include objects that are irrelevant for understanding driving scenes [29],
specialized datasets for autonomous driving such as KITTI [30], Cityscape [31], Mapillary
Vistas [32], and BDD100K [33] are more often used in the research community. In recent
times, datasets for more complex perception tasks with multimodal sensors, such as Argov-
erse [34], ApolloScape [35], NuScenes [36], Waymo Open Dataset [37], and Lyft Level 5 AV
Dataset [38], are being released.

Synthesized Datasets. Due to the excessive efforts and costs for gathering real-world
driving images, they are usually produced by big companies and institutes. Thus, generat-
ing synthetic driving scenes from 3D game engines like Unity [39] and Unreal Engine [40]
is being considered as a more cost-effective alternative. Virtual KITTI [2], SYNTHIA [1],
and Playing for Data [41] are some of the first such attempts. Synthetic images are especially
valuable when dangerous driving scenarios or unusual whether conditions are needed,
because we have the power to freely control weather in the virtual world. Even with
the synthetic images, however, human labors are still required while labeling GTs for the
generated images, which takes excessive time and cost. For example, it reportedly takes
88 s on average for an experienced human worker to draw and verify a single bounding
box [42], which is much too burdensome.

Labeling tools. There are various tools for the manual GT generation, which assist
human workers to annotate the location of objects. For that, the tools provide user interfaces
for drawing bounding boxes, polygons, as well as pixel-level classifications sometimes.
There are well-known tools available such as CVAT [43], VoTT [44], COCO Annotator [45],
VIA [46], YOLO mark [47], and LabelMe [48]. Besides, recent studies try to automatically
propose GT candidates by preprocessing the images with their pre-trained object detection
models [49–51]. This semi-automation helps human workers draw bounding boxes faster
than they draw out of nothing but the images. Even with the above user interfaces and
semi-automation methods, they are still far from full automation and impose too much
burden due to the inordinate amount of images to be processed.

Autonomous driving simulators. Game engine-based autonomous driving simula-
tors have recently gained wide acceptance in the research community, as well as in the
industry. In particular, open-source simulators such as AirSim [12], LGSVL Simulator [13],
and Carla [11] are widely used in the research community. Among them, our study uses the
Unreal Engine [40]-based Carla autonomous driving simulator, which was chosen mainly
due to its rich set of Python APIs and the well-separated client-server architecture. Note
that Carla is widely used for validating decision logics [52–54] and also for training agents
using reinforcement learning techniques [55–57]. In some cases, Carla is used for evaluating
camera-based perception systems [58] because it can generate photorealistic driving scenes.

3. Background
3.1. Object Detection for Autonomous Driving

This study targets the 2D object detection task that plays a crucial role in autonomous
driving systems. Since dataset generations require enormous human labor, the research
communities cannot help relying on public datasets [30,31,33] for the evaluation of their
DNN models. However, public datasets are inherently limited in quantity and diversity
compared with proprietary datasets owned by big companies. For example, Tesla claims
that they use 6 billion object labels for training their neural networks [59]. Gathering more
data and corner cases is becoming more critical than inventing new DNN architectures
these days.
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With the above motivations, our goal is to develop a tool that can generate object
detection datasets practically at no cost by automatically synthesizing driving scenes and ex-
tracting GTs from them. For the evaluation, we looked into various DNN models [15,17–21]
and object detection frameworks [16,22]. Among them, this study uses the YOLO v3 DNN
with the Darknet framework. YOLO is widely used in autonomous driving systems due to
its real-time performance as well as its state-of-the-art detection performance. Darknet is
chosen because it is written entirely with the C language and the CUDA language, making
it highly portable across different hardware platforms. However, we believe that our tool
can be helpful to any object detection model and framework.

3.2. Carla Autonomous Driving Simulator

In Carla, there are three important concepts: (i) world, (ii) actors, and (iii) blueprints.
During the simulation, a Carla client first creates its world in the server with a pre-defined
map. In such a simulated world, actors are spawned that can be any object playing a
certain role in the simulation, usually moving around the town (e.g., vehicles, pedestrians,
and sensors). Actors are spawned out of blueprints, which is a 3D model with animation
effects. Carla provides a set of ready-to-use baseline blueprints. For example, there are
blueprints for various vehicle models, pedestrians with varying appearances (e.g., male,
female, and child), and various sensors (e.g., camera, lidar, and radar). After creating
a world with necessary actors, the simulation loop begins, where the client can control
the weather and lighting conditions and move the ego vehicle, surrounding vehicles,
and pedestrians. Besides, at each simulation step, the client can extract various information
from the server. In particular, CarFree collects the following data that are necessary for
generating 2D bounding boxes:

• 3D bounding boxes and classes: Assuming n actors operating in the town, n corre-
sponding 3D bounding boxes are extracted. A 3D bounding box is denoted by its eight
corner points in the set of 3D bounding boxes {(C1

1 , C2
1 , · · · , C8

1), · · · , (C1
n, C2

n, · · · , C8
n)},

where each point C is represented by (x, y, z) in the 3D coordinate. We can also find
each actor’s class, denoted by Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n), which is either vehicle or pedestrian.

• Camera images: A forward-facing camera is installed on the ego vehicle, from which a
960 × 540 resolution RGB image can be retrieved. Each image is given by a 960 × 540
matrix I, where each element I[x][y] represents the color code of the pixel at the
location (x, y) in the 2D image coordinate.

• Semantic segmentation images: For each RGB image, its corresponding semantic
segmentation image is also extracted, given by a 960 × 540 matrix S, where each
element S[x][y] represents the class the object the pixel belongs to by the pre-defined
color codes.

Note that we have three different coordinates: (i) the world coordinate (3D) where its
coordinate origin is the center of the town, (ii) the vehicle coordinate (3D) where its coordinate
origin is the center of the ego vehicle, and (iii) the image coordinate (2D) where its coordinate
origin is the left-top corner of an image.

4. Overall Architecture

Figure 2 shows the overall design of CarFree that comprises the following parts: (i) the
Carla server in the left, (ii) the data extraction part in the middle, and (iii) the GT generation
part in the right.
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Figure 2. Overall architecture of CarFree.

Regarding the server, we use the unmodified stock version from the Carla repository.
Thus, if Carla is already installed in the system, it can be used without any modification.
The data extraction part is implemented as three Carla clients as listed in the middle of
Figure 2. They control the simulated world in terms of its weather and lighting conditions
(weather.py) and the surrounding vehicles and pedestrians (spawn.py). Then it extracts
the data listed in Section 3.2 (extract.py). Since they are implemented as Carla clients,
the data extraction stage works in real time, by the time progress in the Carla server.
In contrast, the GT generation stage runs as a separate process that works offline. It
calculates the 2D bounding boxes of vehicles and pedestrians from the extracted data as in
the following steps:

• First, the eight points of each 3D bounding box are projected to the 2D image coordi-
nate of the forward-facing camera (Section 5.1).

• Second, for the projected eight points, their minimum area bounding box that barely
encloses them is derived (Section 5.2).

• Third, occluded objects are removed because, for example, objects behind a wall are
still present at this stage (Section 5.3).

• Fourth, each bounding box is tightly fitted to the object by removing the gap between
the initial bounding box and the actual object boundary (Section 5.4).

The resulting bounding boxes should be recorded in an appropriate file format.
For that, there is no standard format, but we have several candidates for that purpose.
For example, the Darknet object detection framework [16] employs a plain text file for-
mat with object class numbers and 2D bounding boxes represented by its center point
(x, y) along with its height (h) and width (w). Other frameworks such as Detectron2 use a
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)-based file format with slightly different representation
methods. This study follows the Darknet’s convention. However, because the conver-
sion between different formats is straightforward, we can easily apply our method to
other frameworks.

5. Automatic Ground Truth Generation

This section explains the GT generation part (i.e., the rightmost part in Figure 2)
in more detail, which comprises the following four steps: (i) coordinate transformation,
(ii) conversion to 2D bounding boxes, (iii) filtering out occluded objects, and (iv) fitting to
object boundary. Assuming multiple objects in a camera image, CarFree takes care of each
object one by one. Thus, this section simply explains how we extract the bounding box of a
single object. CarFree iterates the following process for every object in the town, finding
every visible object inside the camera’s viewpoint, which is straightforward.

5.1. Coordinate Transformation

As mentioned earlier, three different coordinate systems (i.e., the world coordinate,
the vehicle coordinate, and the image coordinate) coexist in Carla. Carla provides the 3D
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bounding boxes of every object in the town in the vehicle coordinate. Besides, the positions
of the ego vehicle and the camera are provided in the world coordinate. Then our problem
here is to transform the eight points of a 3D bounding box in the vehicle coordinate into
their projection points in the 2D image coordinate of the forward-facing camera.

For that, each point (x, y, z) in the 3D vehicle coordinate is transformed into the 2D
image coordinate through the 3D world coordinate and a temporary camera coordinate.
Since we know the ego vehicle’s center point in the world coordinate, any given point in
the vehicle coordinate can be transformed into the world coordinate using a transformation
matrix. Then, for the perspective transformation to the camera’s viewpoint, the camera’s
position is also incorporated, making a temporary 3D camera coordinate with its z-axis
parallel to the camera’s viewing direction. Now, for each point in this 3D camera coordinate,
the camera’s field of view (FoV) and its image resolution are considered for the perspective
transformation. Any given point in the 3D vehicle coordinate can be transformed to its
corresponding point in the 2D image coordinate by the above steps.

5.2. Conversion to 2D Bounding Boxes

The next step is to make an initial proposal for the 2D bounding box out of the eight
projection points, which is depicted in Figure 3a. In the leftmost part, the eight corner points
of the yellow cuboid represent a projected 3D bounding box in the 2D image coordinate.
For each cuboid, its minimum area bounding box is found, which is depicted as a red
rectangle in the rightmost part of the figure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Post-processing for the GT generation. (a) Conversion to 2D bounding boxes. (b) Filtering
out occluded objects. (c) Fitting to object boundary.

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure how the eight 2D points {(x1, y1), · · · , (x8, y8)}
representing a projected 3D bounding box can be converted into a 2D bounding box
represented by {(x̂1, ŷ1), · · · , (x̂4, ŷ4)}. Although now we have an initial proposal, there
are two remaining issues. The first problem is that invisible objects due to occlusions are
present. For example, in Figure 3a, the object for the 3D bounding box in the left top corner
is behind a building, which should be removed. The second issue is the considerable gap
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between the bounding box and the object boundary. It is undesirable because imprecise
bounding boxes can lead to significant detection errors of the trained model.

Algorithm 1: Conversion to 2D bounding boxes
Require: {(x1, y1), · · · , (x8, y8)}
Ensure: {(x̂1, ŷ1), · · · , (x̂4, ŷ4)}

1: xmin ← min{x1, · · · , x8}
2: xmax ← max{x1, · · · , x8}
3: ymin ← min{y1, · · · , y8}
4: ymax ← max{y1, · · · , y8}
5: return {(xmin, ymin), (xmax, ymin),

(xmin, ymax), (xmax, ymax)}

5.3. Filtering Out Occluded Objects

This section introduces our idea for identifying occluded objects, which is depicted
in Figure 3b. For that, we make use of the semantic segmentation image, which is also
available from the Carla server. A semantic segmentation image provides pixel-wise
classifications where each pixel represents an object’s class by a color code. For example,
in the middle of Figure 3b, the pixels that belong to vehicles are represented by blue color.
It also indicates that the proposed bounding box in the left top corner is actually not a
visible object since a building occludes it. Thus, it can be safely ignored.

Algorithm 2 shows the procedure of how we can check the existence of a valid and
visible object inside a given 2D bounding box. The algorithm takes a 2D bounding box, its
corresponding object class, and a semantic segmentation image. Then, if the center pixel
of the bounding box is identified as belonging to the given object class by checking the
semantic segmentation image, it is decided as visible. Note that our algorithm may fail to
identify a partially occluded object, which is a known limitation of our method. For that,
please understand that our primary aim is not to discover all the fully and partially visible
objects. Instead, we aim to produce as many training images as possible from the simulator.
For finding partially occluded objects, Algorithm 2 can be easily extended by sampling
multiple locations in addition to the center point.

Algorithm 2: Check the visibility of an object
Require: {(x1, y1), · · · , (x4, y4)}
Require: T: Target object class
Require: S: Semantic segmentation image
Ensure: True when the object is visible, False otherwise

1: x ← (x1 + x2 + x3 + x4)/4
2: y← (y1 + y2 + y3 + y4)/4
3: if S[x][y] == T then
4: return True
5: else
6: return False

Algorithm 3 shows the fitting procedure, where the original bounding box {(x1, y1),
· · · , (x4, y4)} is given as an input and its output is a fitted bounding box {(x̂1, ŷ1), · · · ,
(x̂4, ŷ4)}.
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Algorithm 3: Fitting to object boundary
Require: {(x1, y1), · · · , (x4, y4)}
Require: T: Target object class
Require: S: Semantic segmentation image
Ensure: {(x̂1, ŷ1), · · · , (x̂4, ŷ4)}

1: xmin ← min{x1, x2, x3, x4}
2: xmax ← max{x1, x2, x3, x4}
3: ymin ← min{y1, y2, y3, y4}
4: ymax ← max{y1, y2, y3, y4}
5: while True do
6: if T is not in S[xmin] then
7: xmin = xmin + 1
8: if T is not in S[xmax] then
9: xmax = xmax − 1

10: if T is not in S[ymin] then
11: ymin = ymin + 1
12: if T is not in S[ymax] then
13: ymax = ymax − 1
14: if no more progress then
15: break
16: return {(xmin, ymin), (xmax, ymin),

(xmin, ymax), (xmax, ymax)}

5.4. Fitting to Object Boundary

In the leftmost part of Figure 3c, notice the considerable gap between the initially
proposed bounding box and the boundary of the actual vehicle. To make it more precise, we
need to fit the bounding box to the exact area occupying the object. For that, the semantic
segmentation image is once again utilized. The middle part of Figure 3c illustrates the
fitting process. It begins with the initial bounding box, and the four sides of it gradually
moves toward their opposite directions until all of them meet at least one pixel that belongs
to the target object. After that, the resulting bounding box becomes tightly fitted to the
object, as shown in the rightmost part of Figure 3c.

6. Experiments
6.1. Implementation

For the implementation, CarFree is developed based on Carla 0.9.7, and the source code
is available at its GitHub repository (Available at https://github.com/AveesLab/CarFree
(accessed on 3 September 2021)). Nonetheless, because CarFree is implemented as sepa-
rate Carla client programs and Python scripts, it can be used with existing Carla server
instances. More specifically, CarFree’s data extract part is composed of the following three
Python scripts:

• spawn.py for deploying required vehicles and pedestrians in the town,
• weather.py for controlling the weather and lighting conditions, and
• extract.py for controlling the ego vehicle and extracting data from the Carla server.

CarFree supports two different operation modes. One is a periodic data extraction
that continually retrieves data with a period given by a command-line option. The other
is an event-based data extraction triggered by a user’s keypress, useful when the user
accidentally finds a corner case scenario while monitoring the simulation. In either case,
the extracted data is written to PNG image files (camera images and semantic segmentation
images) and text files (3D bounding boxes) in a designated directory. Then the post-
processing GT generation script processes them as explained in Section 5, producing the
final GTs.

https://github.com/AveesLab/CarFree
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6.2. Evaluation

This section evaluates CarFree in terms of its (i) scalability, (ii) precision, and (iii)
training performance. For the evaluation, we synthesized 5000 training images and GTs
using CarFree in four different towns (i.e., Town1, Town2, Town3, and Town4 provided by
Carla). During each simulation, 50 random vehicles and 30 random pedestrians from the
Carla blueprints were deployed, moving around the town autonomously by its autopilot
module. An ego vehicle is deployed with a forward-facing camera with a 90 degrees
FoV that captures images with a resolution of 960 × 540. The altitude and azimuth of
the Sun rapidly change, simulating various lighting conditions. The weather condition
is also controlled by changing Carla’s weather parameters (i.e., cloudiness, precipitation,
and windiness).

To see where objects appear in the synthesized images, Figure 4 shows the heatmaps
along the 2D image coordinate. The heatmaps are made by calculating the pixel-wise
intensity of appeared objects. For that, we counted each pixel’s covering bounding boxes
for vehicles and pedestrians across all the synthesized images. Figure 4a shows that vehicles
appear along the horizon with more intensity around the vanishing point. Figure 4b shows
that pedestrians are more likely to appear on the left and right sides of the images because
they usually walk along the sidewalks. However, some pedestrians randomly cross the
road, indicated by the bright points in the center area. The number of objects randomly
varies in each image. In summary, 27% of the images have only one object; 36% of the
images contain two objects; 20% of the images contain three objects; 18% of the images
have four or more objects.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Heatmaps for the generated objects in the 2D image coordinate. (a) Vehicles. (b) Pedestrians.
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Scalability. Figure 5 compares the average performance (i.e., images per second)
of the GT generation process of CarFree with experienced and inexperienced human
workers. Their performances are evaluated with six different image sets with 150 images
each. The images are grouped by the number of objects in each image, from one object
to six objects. For the experiment, we employed a volunteer who had no experience
with any GT labeling tool. We also employed another volunteer who previously had
done lots of GT labeling jobs. The figure shows that CarFree can generate a much larger
number of images than human workers do. For example, for the one object case, CarFree’s
throughput is 1948% compared with the experienced worker and 3491% compared with
the inexperienced worker. With more objects in each image, the performance gap generally
gets larger. The figure also shows that the number of objects in each image significantly
affects the labeling performance of the human labor, whereas the effect is less significant in
CarFree. More specifically, by comparing the case of six objects with the case of one object,
CarFree’s performance dropped from 8.40 (100%) to 4.85 (58%), whereas the experienced
worker’s performance dropped from 0.43 (100%) to 0.07 (16%), and the inexperienced
work’s performance dropped from 0.24 (100%) to 0.047 (20%).
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Figure 5. Evaluation for the scalability.

Precision. Throughout the generated training images, we visually examined their
precision by human eyes and confirmed that every relevant object is successfully located
by our GT generation process. Further, as exemplified by Figure 6, our generated bounding
boxes are with pixel-level precision, whereas manual labeling cannot produce such precise
bounding boxes. Moreover, note that tiny distant objects are easily ignored by human eyes,
whereas CarFree does not miss even such tiny objects.

CarFreeManual
Original Image

Figure 6. Evaluation for the precision.

Training performance. Although our synthesized images can reinforce the training
process, purely using synthesized images is usually not a practical choice. Instead, it
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is reported that combining real-world images and synthesized images produces better
training results [3]. Based on this practice, besides our synthesized images, we also use
the KITTI [30] dataset and the BDD100K [33] dataset, both of which contain real-world
driving images. We use 500 randomly chosen KITTI images as the baseline training
images. Then we add more and more images to evaluate how the added images perform to
enhance the object detection accuracy. The images from the BDD100K dataset are used for
evaluation purposes. The roles of these two real-world datasets were decided after carefully
comparing the two datasets. The KITTI dataset only contains typical driving images under
good weather conditions, whereas the BDD100K dataset provides more diverse images
with various weather conditions. Thus, we concluded that the BDD100K images are better
suited as the evaluation dataset because they better reflect the real world’s diversity. Then
our primary focus is to evaluate how our synthesized images can reinforce the baseline
training images. For the object detection model, we used the YOLO v3 DNN based on the
Darknet framework.

The training begins with the 500 baseline images from the KITTI dataset. Then we use
the following three training strategies and evaluate how well they reinforce the training:

• KITTI only: In addition to the baseline images, other random KITTI images are
incrementally added as well.

• KITTI+CarFree (random): In addition to the baseline images, our synthesized images
are incrementally added in random.

• KITTI+CarFree (≥4 objects): In addition to the baseline images, our synthesized
images with at least four objects are incrementally added.

The difference between KITTI+CarFree (random) and KITTI+CarFree (≥4 objects)
is that the latter is likely to provide more complexity and diversity, which are expected to
have positive effects on the training performance.

Figure 7a compares the object detection accuracy, i.e., mAP (mean average precision),
of the above three training strategies with varying number of training images. The x-axis
begins with 500, indicating the number of baseline images. The mAP is measured by the
evaluation set with 200 random BDD100K images. As shown in the figure, as we add more
and more training images, the performance generally gets better. Moreover, it shows that
KITTI + CarFree (random) outperforms KITTI only, and KITTI + CarFree (≥4 objects)
performs even better. More specifically, with 2000 training images, KITTI only’s mAP is
74.51, whereas KITTI + CarFree (random) reaches 77.06 and KITTI + CarFree (≥4 objects)
reaches 79.08. The results indicate that the diversity, which is often missing in many real-
world datasets, of our synthesized images significantly reinforce the training process.

Figure 7b compares the three training strategies with another compilation of BDD100K
images, which is composed of carefully chosen 200 rare images with unusual weather
and lighting conditions such as rainy days, night driving, and driving in the sunset.
This experiment is for estimating how the object detectors will perform in harsh driving
environments. In the figure, note that with the same baseline training images, the object
detection accuracy significantly deteriorates, from 62.55 to 37.77, in the harsh driving
scenarios. The figure also shows that adding just a small number of synthesized images
significantly improves the performance, whereas adding KITTI images hardly increases the
object detection accuracy. The gap between KITTI only and KITTI + CarFree (random) is
much more obvious than the results in Figure 7a. At the 1500 training images, KITTI only’s
mAP is just 50.7, while KITTI + CarFree (random) reaches 73.65 and KITTI + CarFree
(≥4 objects) reaches 77.51. The results indicate that when the detection model is trained
only with monotonous real-world images like KITTI, it does not perform well in harsh
real-world driving scenarios. In such cases, adding CarFree’s synthesized images with
various weather conditions significantly improves the performance.

As evaluated above, CarFree can easily generate lots of training images and GTs with
pixel-level precision without any human labor. Further, since we can freely control the
weather and lighting conditions and artificially compose complex driving scenes in the
virtual world, our synthesized images are of great diversity. Thus, our synthesized images
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are more effective for the DNN training than the plain boring real-world driving images
found in most public autonomous driving datasets.
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Figure 7. Evaluation of the training performance. At each result point, the mixture of KITTI and
CarFree images is denoted by (number of KITTI images + number of CarFree images). (a) Evaluation
results for usual driving conditions. (b) Evaluation results for harsh driving conditions.

7. Conclusions

This study’s goal is to break the entry barrier for making training datasets of the object
detection task in autonomous driving. Since gathering images with enough diversity and
annotating their GTs require massive human labor, generating a good enough dataset
is too costly. Our tool, CarFree, is based on the Carla autonomous driving simulator,
under which we can freely simulate diverse driving scenarios and weather and lighting
conditions. While the ego vehicle is driving around the virtual world, our developed Carla
clients extract information from the Carla server later used by the post-processing GT
generation program. Our GT generation method accepts the RGB images, the semantic
segmentation images, and the 3D locations of vehicles and pedestrians in the simulation,
and calculates the exact 2D location of each visible object in the forward-facing camera.
All the process is fully automated, and the synthesized images are pixel-level precise for
locating objects. Our evaluation results show that employing our synthesized images
significantly improves the object detection performance of a state-of-the-art object detection
model. Performance improvement is even more significant when the model is evaluated
with test images exhibiting unusual weather conditions, which can significantly benefit the
safety of autonomous driving systems operating in harsh environments.
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In the future, we plan to update CarFree to make it more practical and efficient. First,
we plan to extend CarFree such that it can generate other object labels such as lane markings
and traffic signals. Second, to increase the throughput of the image generation process,
we plan to develop a new feature that deploys multiple ego vehicles by running multiple
separate Carla clients in parallel.
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